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THE ROUTE:
ABOUT:
A richly varied route through landscapes that represent the very best in
Donegal scenery

HIGHLIGHT OF THE ROUTE:
Experience the views of Donegal’s iconic mountain, Earagail

Slí an Earagail is a section of the 280km Slí Dhún na nGall that covers a
Gaeltacht area of west County Donegal. The circular, relatively flat route is
named after Earagail mountain (751m), which rises to the east and whose
pyramidic, grey-streaked quartzite cone is a presence frequently visible
along the route, even from the coastal stretches. It is a richly varied route

SCHEMATIC TRAIL MAP:

through landscapes that represent the very best in Donegal scenery,
including a promenade through moorland just under Errigal, spectacular
island-scattered Atlantic sea coast and stretches beside two beautiful
lakes, Lough Nacung and Lough Dunlewy. The terrain consists of coastal
paths (some rough), forestry tracks, bog roads and mainly quiet public
roads.

This package also incorporates the three off-shore islands namely Gola,
Tory and Aranmore as well as walks within the scenic Ards Forest Park,
Glenveagh National Park and finishing with the Old Railway Walk near
Muckish Mountain.

NAME OF THE ROUTE: Slí an Earagail and Slí Ghabhla, Slí Thoraí

Day 3: Slí Thorai (Tory Island)

Slí Árainn Mhór

INTRODUCTION:

A richly varied route through landscapes that

represent the very best in Donegal scenery including sections of the 79km
long Slí an Earagail, one of our national waymarked trails and walks within

From the pier the walk circles to the west as far as the lighthouse, returning
to the pier before heading to the eastern end of the island and looping
back. The cliff, ocean and island scenery is spectacular.

the islands of Gola, Tory and Aranmore. The package also includes walks
within the scenic Ards Forest Park, Glenveagh National Park and finishes

Day 4: Slí Arainn Mhór

with the Old Railway Walk near Muckish Mountain.
The walk around Árainn Mhór is sign posted as Slí Árainn Mhór (part of
Bealach na Gaeltachta which is a National Way marked route) and begins

DESCRIPTION OF EACH STAGE / DAY:

and ends at the Ferry port. The views in all directions along the walk are
stunning and the western half of the route is particularly remote. The

Day 1: Slí an Earagail

Lighthouse on the North West of the island is definitely worth a look and is
a great spot for a picnic.

A richly varied route through landscapes that represent the very best in
Donegal scenery.

Day 5: Ards Forest Park

Day 2: Slí Gabhla (Gola Island)

Ards Forest Park is probably the most beautiful and varied of Ireland's
forest parks. It is 480 hectares in extent and contains a large diversity of

Gabhla is easily explored in a few hours of pleasant walking by following

plant and wildlife forms. Sandy beaches, rivers, viewing points, nature

Slí Ghabhla, which forms part of Slí an Eargail. Detour off the roadways

walks, picnic and play areas. Hours can be spent here in complete

and go exploring the Island, check out its small beaches and old school

relaxation, be it on the many nature walks or on its golden beaches. It is a

house.

place for everyone to get away for a while.

Day 6: Glenveagh National Park
Donegal’s only National Park extends over a large area of north Donegal
and contains various levels of walking routes with spectacular views. The
trail passes through a number of habitats along the route. These include
both native and planted Scots Pine woodlands, and a section of blanket
bog.

Day 7: Muckish to Falcarragh

The Burtonport Railway Walk is a 6 km route through spectacularly remote
areas of County Donegal with magnificent views as it follows the route of
the railway line to Burtonport. This section runs along Muckish Mountain
from Creeslough to Falcarragh.

PACKAGES RELATED TO THE ROUTE:
package

One complete

GENERAL PRACTICAL INFORMATION:

Additional information or advice:
Routes are over a large variety of surfaces. Be prepared for some wet
ground.

Difficulty Level: E (hikers)
Situation: This tour commences in Falcarragh. Transfer from either

General Topographic Profile:

Letterkenny or Donegal Airport can be arranged.

Number of stages / days: 7 stages

Total Distance: 96 km
DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANY
Total estimated time: 30 hours
Cumulative elevation gain:

2,237m

Cumulative elevation loss:

2,440m

Name: Seamus Doohan
Company: Walking Donegal
Website: www.walkingdonegal.net

Maximum altitude (m): 250m
Minimum altitude (m): 0m
Signposting: National Waymarked Symbols (Yellow on Black) plus
localised colourcoded routes

Email: info@walkingdonegal.net
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